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Abstract

Several studies report that caloric restriction (CR) or intermittent fasting (IF) can improve 

cognition, while others report limited or no cognitive benefits. Here, we compare the effects 

of 20% CR, 40% CR, 1-day IF, and 2-day IF feeding paradigms to ad libitum controls on 

Y-maze working memory (WM) and contextual fear memory (CFM) in a large population of 

Diversity Outbred mice that model the genetic diversity of humans. While CR and IF interventions 

improve lifespan, we observed no enhancement of working memory or CFM in mice on these 

feeding paradigms, and report 40% CR to be damaging to recall of CFM. Using Quantitative 

Trait Loci mapping, we identified the gene Slc16a7 to be associated with CFM outcomes in 

aged mice on lifespan promoting feeding paradigms. Limited utility of dieting and fasting on 

memory in mice that recapitulate genetic diversity in the human population highlights the need 

for anti-aging therapeutics that promote cognitive function, with the neuronal monocarboxylate 

transporter MCT2 encoded by Slc16a7 highlighted as novel target.
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1. Introduction

Aging remains the greatest risk factor for the onset of dementia in the human population 

(Swerdlow, 2007). Given the current and projected increase of lifespan in the population, the 

risk of developing age-related disorders, such as dementia, increases in parallel (Christensen 

et al., 2009; Lunenfeld and Stratton, 2013). As such, the demand for interventions of 

cognitive decline is higher than ever. Dietary interventions, such as caloric restriction (CR) 

and intermittent fasting (IF), which are effective in extending lifespan (Mitchell et al., 2019; 

Pak et al., 2021; Weindruch et al., 1986), have been proposed as potential treatments for age-

related cognitive disorders in both humans and animal models (Halagappa et al., 2007 Kishi 

et al., 2015; Kuhla et al., 2013; Leclerc et al., 2020; Witte et al., 2009). However, results 

from these studies are often conflicting; many studies report that CR improves cognition 

while others report no effect (Burger et al., 2010; Dal-Pan et al., 2011 Harder-Lauridsen et 

al., 2017; Martin et al., 2007; Pifferi et al., 2018; Scott et al., 2014). We hypothesize that the 

divergence of these results may, in part, be explained by a lack of genetic diversity in many 

animal studies which often use a single or a few inbred strains, in addition to the inability to 

control environmental factors in human studies that often disrupts expected outcomes (i.e., 

access to healthcare, education, income, population structure etc.) (Watts et al., 2011).

The Diversity Outbred (DO) mouse population offers the opportunity to study the effects 

of CR and IF on cognitive performance in a genetically diverse population of aged mice 

while still controlling environmental factors in a laboratory setting. The DO population 

is derived from 8 parental inbred lines, segregating for over 40 million single nucleotide 

polymorphisms that provide a great magnitude of genetic variation (Churchill et al., 2012). 

In this study, a population of 960 DO mice was randomly assigned to one of 5 feeding 

paradigms: ad libitum (AL) control, 20% or 40% CR, and 1 or 2-day IF. To assess 

the effect of aging, diet, and possible age x diet interactions on working memory, mice 

underwent longitudinal Y-maze working memory tests at 10 and 22-months of age (Fig 

1A). Additionally, we assessed acquisition and recall of hippocampal-dependent spatial 

episodic memory using contextual fear conditioning (CFC) at 24 months of age. Previous 

studies have shown effects of long-term CR on survival in mice can be observed by 22–24 

months of age, which is the approximate median lifespan of the DO population (Cameron 

et al., 2012; Mitchell, Sarah et al., 2019; Sun et al., 2013; Weindruch and Sohal, 1997), 

we therefore wanted to observe any potential changes in cognition at this age. Our results 

highlight the translational utility of the DO mouse population and the need for further 

mechanistic understanding of cognitive longevity to identify novel therapeutics.

2. Methods and materials

2.1. Animals

Female DO mice, obtained from the Jackson Laboratory, were used in this study (n = 960, J: 

DO, JAX stock number 009376, generations 24–28) previously described in (Churchill et al., 

2012) as part of a longitudinal maximum lifespan study. Mice were housed in polycarbonate 

cages on ventilated racks providing 99.997% HEPA filtered air to each cage in a climate-

controlled room (ambient air temperature of 22°C) under a standard 12:12 light-dark cycle 

(lights on at 0600 h). Mice were housed together in groups of 8 and provided with wood 
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blocks and plastic tubes for enrichment. At 6 months of age mice were placed into one 

of the following 5 diet cohorts (n = 192 in each cohort). (1) Ad libitum; (2) 20% CR 

(2.75 g/mouse/d); (3) 40% CR (2.06 g/mouse/d); (4) 1 Day Fast (food removed Wednesday 

15:00 and given Thursday 15:00); (5) 2 Day Fast (food removed Wednesday 15:00 and 

given Friday 15:00). Caloric restricted mice were provided food based on the number of 

mice in a given pen; mice in these pens were provided food at the same time. All mice 

were provided with 6% fat extruded grain (5K0G chow, LabDiet, St. Louis, MO, USA). All 

mouse experiments occurred at The Jackson Laboratory and were carried out in accordance 

with the standards of the Association for the Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory 

Animal Care, as well as the recommendations of the National Institutes of Health Guide for 

the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. The protocol was approved by the Institutional 

Animal Care and Use Committee at the Jackson Laboratory.

2.2. Genotyping

Tail tip samples were collected, and DNA extracted with the DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit 

(Qiagen) from 954 animals (6 mice died before genotyping). Extracted DNA was genotyped 

on a 143,259-probe GigaMUGA array from the Illumina Infinium II platform (Morgan et al., 

2016) by NeoGen Corp. Genotype quality was evaluated with the R/qtl2 package (Broman 

et al., 2019). All the raw genotype data was processed with a corrected physical map of the 

GigaMUGA array probes. After processing the genotype dataset contained 110,807 markers.

2.3. Y-maze working memory task

At 10 and again at 22 months of age, all mice were allowed to freely explore a Y-maze 

apparatus with 3 equally-sized arms for 8 minutes: arm length of 30 cm, arm lane width of 

5–6 cm, wall height of 12–18 cm. External visual cues were removed using a curtain which 

surrounded the apparatus. Working memory was measured by % spontaneous alternations 

(Number of spontaneous alternations/Total arm Entries) between Y-maze arms. Recorded 

videos were analyzed using the ANY-maze behavioral tracking software (Stoelting Co, IL, 

USA). To limit the number of false positive arm entries we counted an arm entry when 99% 

of the mouse’s body (excluding tail) crossed into a new arm. Mice that did not make at least 

6 total arm entries (the minimum number needed for at least 4 spontaneous alternations) 

were excluded from Y-maze data analysis.

2.4. Contextual fear conditioning

At 24 months of age all mice underwent CFC to assess the acquisition and recall of 

hippocampal-dependent memory (Neuner et al., 2015). On the first day of training, mice 

were placed in a training chamber and 4 foot-shocks (0.9 mA, 1 s) were delivered after a 

150 second baseline period. Four post-shock intervals were defined as the 40 s following the 

end of each foot shock and the percentage of time spent freezing during each interval was 

determined using FreezeFrame software (Actimetrics Inc, IL, USA). The percentage of time 

spent freezing following the final shock was used as a measure of contextual fear acquisition 

across the panel. Twenty-four hours after training, mice were placed back into the training 

chamber and the percentage of time spent freezing throughout the entire 10-minutes test was 

measured as an index of contextual fear memory (CFM) recall; no shocks were delivered 

during the testing session. Mice were habituated in the testing room for 1 hour before 
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testing/training on both day 1 and 2. Mice were fear conditioned on Monday/Tuesday to 

avoid testing during fasting periods.

2.5. Data analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using R 4.1.1. Survival: Mice that did not die from 

age-related causes (i.e., Missing or accidental death) were excluded from survival analysis. 

We fitted a logistic regression model with survival as a response variable and feeding 

paradigm as a fixed effect. This model accounts for clustering of mice into pens by using 

a nested random effect of pen within DO generation (given that any generation contains 

only a specific set of pens). The p-values from the mixed model were corrected for multiple 

testing using Benjamini-Hochberg correction. Y-maze: To test for differences in age related 

decline of working memory from 10 months to 22 months between diet cohorts we utilized 

a 2-way repeated measure analysis of variance; only mice that were in both age groups 

were analyzed. Contextual fear acquisition (CFA): Slope acquisition was derived from the 

coefficient of a linear model with the 4 post-shock values. To test for differences in CFC 

data between diets we utilized linear mixed modeling with the Lme4 R package (Bates et al., 

2015). CFM: To test for a significant effect of diet on CFM we used linear mixed modeling 

with Lme4. In this model diet was treated as a fixed effect, test date as a random effect, and 

pen and generation as nested random effects. Post hoc p-values were derived from Tukey 

honestly significant difference (HSD) testing and corrected for multiple comparisons among 

the 5 diet cohorts using Holms correction for both CFA and CFM. Due to non-normal 

distribution, baseline percent freezing was log transformed in all analyses. Heritability: 

Heritability of cognitive phenotypes were calculated via the R/qtl2 “est_herit” function 

(Version 0.28) (Broman et al., 2019) by fitting a mixed-effects model controlling for feeding 

paradigm as a fixed effect and utilizing a genetic kinship matrix as a random effect.

2.6. QTL mapping

We performed Quantitative Trait Loci (QTL) mapping and single nucleotide polymorphism 

(SNP) association mapping with R using the qtl2 package (Version 0.28) (Broman et 

al., 2019). Log of the odds ratio (LOD) was derived from a linear mixed model and 

reported mapping statistic. The significance thresholds for QTL were calculated with the 

“scan1_perm” function in qtl2 with 10 0 0 permutations. For each permutation the genotype 

probabilities for each mouse are randomly assigned to different covariate and the maximum 

LOD score for the proceeding genome scan is recorded. To determine statistical significance 

of a QTL peak, a genome-wide p-value of 0.05 (95th percentile of recorded maximum 

LOD scores) from permutation testing was used. In genome scans, permutations and SNP 

association, we accounted for genetic similarity between mice using a kinship matrix with 

the leave-one-chromosome-out method. The founder allelic effect was identified using a 

regression of the phenotype on the founder genotype probabilities at each locus. For all 

CFM mapping, date of testing was used as an additive covariate to control for observed 

batch effects. To test for significant QTL across the entire DO population we used the 5 

feeding paradigms as an interactive covariate. To test for significant QTL in mice on lifespan 

promoting diets, the DO population was separated to mice on 20% CR, 1-day IF and 2-day 

IF. These feeding paradigms were treated as a single covariate; therefore, no interactive 

mapping was used.
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3. Results

3.1. Diversity outbred mice do not experience age-related working memory decline in a 
free exploring Y-maze task

The loss of working memory in aged humans and mice is well characterized in previous 

studies (Erickson and Barnes, 2003 Kirova et al., 2015; van Geldorp et al., 2015). However, 

the effect of CR and IF on working memory remains a point of contention in the literature. 

Here, we assessed working memory in young (10 month) and middle-aged (22 month) 

DO mice on AL, calorically restricted and intermittent fasted paradigms by measuring 

percent spontaneous alternation (%SA) in the Y-maze working memory task. We found 

that DO mice fed on the control AL paradigm exhibited a general trend towards an age-

related decrease in %SA from 10 and 22 months, however, this effect was not statistically 

significant (p > 0.05) or affected by either CR or IF interventions in adult (10 months) or 

aged (22 months) DO mice (Fig. 1B). It is important to note that spatial cues were not 

provided to mice during free exploration of the Y-maze. In this configuration, the Y-maze 

task is not hippocampus-dependent and, therefore, not sensitive to age-related cognitive 

decline (Albani et al., 2014). As such, we are unable to determine if the absence of age-

related decline is due to the lack of spatial references in the apparatus or true absence of 

age-related cognitive deficits (Lennartz, 2008).

3.2. Intermittent fasting confers no contextual fear memory benefits while severe caloric 
restriction is damaging in aged diversity outbred mice

The acquisition, consolidation and recall of spatial and contextual memories are known to 

be associated with hippocampal dysfunction in both animal models and humans, which is 

sensitive to the aging process (Park et al., 1996; Wimmer et al., 2012). To assess the effect 

of CR and IF interventions on the acquisition and recall of hippocampal-dependent memory 

relative to the AL controls in the DO mice, we performed CFC at 24 months. Acquisition of 

CFM was measured as the change in percent time spent freezing of the mice after each of 4 

foot shocks on day 1 of training (Fig. 2A, top), previously characterized as a measurement of 

memory acquisition (Neuner et al., 2019). We found that mice acquire contextual fear (CFA, 

measured by slope acquisition and % freezing during post-shock 4) on day 1 of training 

comparably regardless of feeding paradigm, suggesting that neither long-term CR nor IF 

have a profound effect on the acquisition of CFC performance relative to AL (Fig. 2B, Fig. 

S1).

To assess the effects of CR and IF on CFM, we measured the total percent freezing of 

the mice during the day-2 testing period (Fig. 2A, bottom). To test for a main effect of 

feeding paradigm on CFM performance we used a linear mixed model that accounts for 

testing batch effects as a random effect in addition to nested pen density within different 

generations (F(4502) = 4.451, p < 0.01, Fig. 2C, Fig. S2). Post hoc analysis revealed no 

significant differences between AL controls and feeding interventions, except in the 40% 

CR cohort, which exhibited impaired CFM (Fig. 2C) (Tukey HSD, p = 0.03, 95% C.I. 

= AL [40.3, 54.9], 40% CR [30.3, 43.9]). We also observed that CFM in the 40% CR 

cohort was also significantly impaired compared to both IF interventions (Tukey HSD, p < 

0.02, 95% C.I. = 40% CR [30.3, 43.9], 1D-IF [41.9, 55.8], 2D-IF [40.6, 54.5], Fig. 2C). 
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These results suggest that, while CR and IF interventions reported herein replicate lifespan 

extension using percent survival at 24 months as a proxy measure (Table 1, (Chi-Square 

= 17.82 on 4 df, p = 0.001)), CR and IF do not promote cognitive performance in aged 

DO mice compared to AL feeding, and in the case of 40% CR, is damaging. Given the 

possibility that changes in the general activity of mice on 40% CR may have confounded our 

proxy for recall of CFM (Carter et al., 2009), we tested effects of CR and/or IF on general 

activity in the Y-maze task (measured by total distance traveled during exploration) at 22 

months of age. We detected a main effect of feeding paradigm on Y-maze activity (F(4676) 

= 6.21, p < 0.0001) with a significant difference detected between AL controls and 40% 

CR (Tukey HSD, p < 0.001, 95% C.I. = AL[8.83, 11.0], 40% CR[11.87, 13.8]). Given that 

recording of Y-maze outcomes occurred 2 months prior to CFC, we also tested for effects 

of feeding paradigm on general baseline activity during the CFC task (measured as percent 

freezing on day 1 before receiving shocks). While we observed a main effect of feeding 

paradigm on baseline percent freezing ((F(4505) = 2.71, p < 0.05, Fig. 2B), there was not a 

significant difference in freezing between 40% CR and AL controls (Tukey HSD, p = 0.071, 

95% C.I. = AL[1.57, 2.17], 40% CR[1.41, 1.97], data are log transformed). Additionally, we 

assessed post-shock CFA freezing across all shock intervals and found no significant effect 

of 40% CR on freezing (Fig. 2B). Since the 40% CR cohort shows comparable freezing 

during baseline and acquisition of CFM with AL controls and all other feeding paradigms, 

respectively, we interpret the decrease in freezing in 40% CR group during test of CFM 

recall to reflect a memory deficit as opposed to a general increase in activity.

In any feeding study changes in and correlation with body weight also need to be 

considered. As expected, we observed a significant effect of feeding paradigm in body 

weight at the median 24-month time point (F(4502) = 76.01, p < 0.0001), with 40% CR 

imparting the most severe reduction in body weight when compared to AL controls (Tukey 

HSD, p < 0.00 01, Fig. 2D). While individual changes in body weight contribute little 

variance to CFM outcomes (2.4% variance explained), we detected a significant positive 

correlation between these 2 traits (Fig. 2E), suggesting that metabolic outcomes altered by 

diet are coupled with late-life cognition.

The variance in CFA/CFM performance in this DO population is much higher than 

inbred mouse strains given the same conditioning, which can attributed to the population’s 

enhanced genetic diversity (Bolivar et al., 2001; Tuttle et al., 2018). Similar distribution in 

phenotypes in previous DO studies and have pointed to the significant impact of heritability 

(h2) on phenotypic outcomes (Keenan et al., 2020). To determine whether genetic variation 

can explain the high degree of variance in CFA/CFM, we calculated heritability for these 

traits using a linear mixed modeling approach with the R/qtl2 package (Broman et al., 

2019). When accounting for variance between feeding paradigms, we calculate that 54.7% 

of the CFM variance can be explained by genetic diversity. This h2 estimate is much higher 

than that estimated for Y-maze %SA, providing further evidence that the lack of a working 

memory phenotype is likely due to environmental factors, such as visual cues (Table 2). 

We propose this high heritability not only makes large CFM variance permissible, but 

also encouraging, given that we expect individual genetic background to influence late-life 

cognitive outcomes. We next sought to determine if specific regions in the genome were 
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associated with late-life cognitive outcomes and if any specific genes or variant could 

provide actionable therapeutic targets.

3.3. Slc16a7 is associated with contextual fear memory outcomes in mice on feeding 
paradigms that promote lifespan and preserve cognitive function

While genetic background has been shown to modify cognitive decline in aged individuals, 

the exact genetic factors which underly these outcomes remain poorly understood. As such, 

we performed QTL mapping across our DO population to identify loci that are associated 

with worsened or enhanced cognitive outcomes in the face of dietary interventions. Mapping 

of Y-maze working memory, CFA or CFM with feeding paradigm as an additive and/or 

interactive covariate yielded no significant QTL peaks (data not shown) across the genome. 

The lack of a significant QTL peak in the highly heritable CFM data can, in part, result from 

of high degrees of freedom within our interactive QTL mapping (comparisons between 5 

diet groups). In order to reduce the degrees of freedom within our QTL mapping, while still 

testing for genetic associations with behavior in mice from diet groups that were comparable 

in response to lifespan promoting feeding paradigms and cognitive outcomes, we mapped 

20% CR, 1-day and 2-day IF cohorts as a single covariate. QTL mapping of late-life CFM 

outcomes in these mice revealed a significant peak near the end of chromosome 10 ranging 

from 124.2 to 125.3Mbp (alpha = 0.05, Fig. 3A). Within this locus we identified several 

gene modules, a Riken gene and the protein coding gene Slc16a7 (Solute carrier family 16 

member 7) (Fig. 3B, top). Additionally, we identified 256 SNPs within this region associated 

with changes in cognitive outcomes and are found in 3 of the DO founder strains (AJ, 

NZO, and WSB) (Fig. 3B Bottom). Four of these SNPs are upstream of GM23777 and 

2 downstream; the remaining 250 SNPs are classified as intergenic. Based on previous 

research investigating the role of Slc16a7 in metabolism and cognitive performance (Lev-

Vachnish et al., 2019; Lu et al., 2015; Netzahualcoyotzi and Pellerin, 2020; Yu et al., 2021), 

we nominated this gene over identified gene modules. We next sought to determine if these 

SNPs were associated with enhanced or worsened late-life cognitive outcomes. Using a 

linear mixed model that accounts for kinship, we calculated QTL effects from each of the 8 

DO founders along chromosome 10. We found that mice with AJ, NZO, and WSB alleles 

in the QTL peak region had higher late life cognitive function than mice with B6 or NOD 

alleles (Fig. 3C). These results indicate that variants within this region are associated with 

enhanced late-life cognitive performance in individuals on lifespan and cognitive health span 

promoting dietary interventions.

4. Discussion

Heritability estimates for age-related cognitive decline, including the onset of dementias 

such as Alzheimer’s disease are in the range of 58%–79% (Deary et al., 2012; Gatz et 

al., 2006; Harris and Deary, 2011; Ridge et al., 2013), suggesting that genetic background 

plays an integral role in regulating late-life cognitive outcomes. Studies that use traditional 

inbred rodent models of aging fail to capture the impact of genetic diversity on cognitive 

traits, resulting in a lack of translatability to the genetically diverse human population. 

Additionally, many of these studies reporting cognitive improvement in CR treated cohorts 

report only marginal improvement in memory tasks that assess only a single cognitive 
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domain (Dhurandhar et al., 2013; Parikh et al., 2016; Wahl et al., 2018; Wu, Aiguo et 

al., 2003). Using a large panel of genetically diverse mice allowed us to robustly evaluate 

the effects of feeding interventions on cognitive performance across genetic backgrounds, 

enhancing the likelihood that results will generalize across diverse populations and species. 

Moreover, our results suggest genetic background may be a key factor contributing to 

conflicting findings in previous reports using model organisms of aging, given the complex 

nature of gene x diet interactions that are known to modify cognitive outcomes in genetically 

diverse models of dementia (Dunn et al., 2019; Tucker-Drob et al., 2013). While cross-

sectional or longitudinal design is needed to fully assess the effects of CR and IF on 

age-related decline in CFM (McQuail et al., 2021), our study is the first of its kind to 

assess the effect of CR and IF on memory performance in a population of mice that actually 

models the genetic complexity of humans. We demonstrate the translational significance 

of the DO mouse population in the context of late-life cognitive deficits and highlight the 

variability that is expected in humans in response to pro-longevity interventions that is 

caused by increased genetic diversity. We show that a long-term 40% CR feeding regimen, 

whileeffective for extending lifespan, may be damaging for cognition across a diverse 

elderly population, suggesting that this method of dietary restriction may not stave off late-

life cognitive deficits (or worse, enhance such deficits). Our future work with DO mice will 

include multiple cross-sectional time points in order to better understand cognitive longevity 

within a genetically diverse population. That said, our study is a critical first step towards 

understanding variation in the effect of dietary interventions on an outbred population of 

mice under a well-controlled experimental setting.

With our reported gene mapping results, we highlight the utility of DO mice in investigating 

the genetic factors associated with variation in the cognitive outcomes of aged mice. 

Genetic mapping using performance of CFM recall as a quantitative trait successfully 

identified Slc16a7 as a potential mediator of cognitive outcomes in individuals undergoing 

lifespan promoting CR and IF interventions. Slc16a7, which codes the lactate and pyruvate 

transporter protein MCT2 (Monocarboxylate transporter 2), has previously been implicated 

in age-related cognitive dysfunction in rodents and humans via neuronal lactate transport 

(Lev-Vachnish et al., 2019; Lu et al., 2015; Netzahualcoyotzi and Pellerin, 2020; Yu 

et al., 2021). Lactate is an important energy source for de novo mRNA translation, a 

process critical for memory consolidation and recall (Descalzi et al., 2019), and MCT2 

functions in hippocampal neurons to achieve this demand for energy (Netzahualcoyotzi 

and Pellerin, 2020). Conditional knockout of MCT2 in these neuronal populations has 

been shown to induce memory deficits in inbred B6 mice that parallel those observed 

in aged DO mice exhibiting CFM deficits (Netzahualcoyotzi and Pellerin, 2020). We 

propose that genetic variants in the region of Slc16a7, in conjunction with moderate CR 

and IF, contribute to individual variation in cognitive performance in aged DO mice. If 

there are intergenic variants affecting the expression of MCT2 in the DO population, it 

stands to reason that these changes in individual expression may impart observed cognitive 

enhancement or detriments. Future studies utilizing genetically diverse mouse populations 

will investigate the role of these variants in altering the expression of MCT2 and the 

modification of cognitive outcomes, and whether/if they are altering the function of MCT2 

proteins or their level of expression in hippocampal neurons. Given the prior evidence 
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for Slc16a7 as a mediator of cognitive outcome, we nominate it as the gene of interest 

from our QTL mapping rather than identified gene modules. However, because significant 

variants that associate with enhanced cognitive outcomes are found within and around 

other gene modules and Riken genes, further investigation into GM36719, GM23777, and 

4930503E24Rik is warranted and may yield new therapeutic targets and knowledge of late-

life cognitive outcomes. Identification of Slc16a7 in conjunction with the high heritability of 

late-life CFM demonstrates that the DO mouse population can effectively model the aging 

process across a genetically diverse population and shows that this process can be linked to 

previously confirmed genetic mechanisms.

While CR and IF are highly replicable and well established interventions of health-span 

and lifespan across multiple species ranging from worms to humans (Catterson et al., 2018; 

Lakowski and Hekimi, 1998; Mattison et al., 2017; Mitchell et al., 2019; Most et al., 2017; 

Rogina and Helfand, 2004) and in our own data, their efficacy to promote late-life cognitive 

performance has been mixed; the reason for this remains largely unexplored. There are many 

factors that may interact with CR and modify its efficacy as an intervention of cognitive 

decline, including genetic background and sex. Previous studies have shown that CR is more 

effective at promoting lifespan in certain inbred mouse strains, while less effective in others 

(Liao et al., 2013; Liao et al., 2010; Mitchell et al., 2016; Wilkie et al., 2020), suggesting 

that certain individuals may be predisposed to effectively utilizing CR strategies. Our work 

has shown that these methods are not effective at promoting late-life cognitive function on 

a population level. Additionally, previous studies have shown that sex modifies the effect of 

dietary restrictions on maximum lifespan and cognition (Kane et al., 2018; Mitchell et al., 

2016; Wu et al., 2003; Zajitschek et al., 2013). It is therefore important to consider gene x 

sex interactions when evaluating the efficacy of CRs on both lifespan and cognitive aging. 

Due to animal health and attrition concerns stemming from previously observed aggression 

in DO males, only females were used in this study. Future work will need to include both 

males and females in order to determine gene x sex interactions that may affect the efficacy 

of dietary restrictions.

We also need to consider the role of survival bias in the interpretation of our results given 

that there is an increase in survival in the 40% CR cohort compared to AL controls. The 

possibility that the genetic factors potentially associated with decreased survival in the AL 

group also enhanced their cognitive abilities is a valid consideration. However, since DO 

mice were randomized across feeding cohorts, we expect an equal distribution of genotypes 

within each cohort. Furthermore, if a relationship between survival and cognition existed 

and induced a survival bias, we would (1) Expect to see it in other pro-longevity paradigms 

(1- and 2-day IF and 20% CR); and (2) Pro-longevity paradigms would result in improved 

cognitive outcomes. Therefore, if there was a selection bias against late-life poor cognitive 

performers in the AL cohort, we would expect to see relatively more of these poor performer 

mice in enhanced survival cohorts and a reduction in cognitive outcomes in the 20% CR, 

1-day and 2-day IF cohorts; this is not the case.
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5. Conclusion

DO mice have been shown to be an effective tool in targeting genetic mechanisms of 

aging that reliably translate to humans (Church et al., 2015; French et al., 2015; Ouellette 

et al., 2020; Recla et al., 2014; Tuttle et al., 2018). We, therefore, highlight the need to 

investigate alternative therapeutics of not only lifespan, but also cognitive health-span, given 

that CR and IF are proving to fall short of desired outcomes. In order to develop more 

effective therapeutics, we need to develop a better understanding of the genetic mechanisms 

of cognitive longevity; our future work will continue utilizing DO mice to do just this. 

By harnessing the complex genetic backgrounds of DO mice, we will investigate how 

genetic mechanisms regulate not only cognitive outcomes, but also molecular profiles (RNA 

expression and DNA methylation) and dendritic spine morphology that we and others 

showed associates with cognitive resilience in normal and AD aging (Kasai et al., 2010; 

Walker et al., 2021). These studies will provide insights into new genetic targets for potential 

therapeutics to rescue cognitive deficits and dementia.
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Fig. 1. 
Caloric restriction and intermittent fasting paradigms have no effect on working memory in 

the Diversity outbred mouse population. (A) Overview of the experimental timeline; mice 

were longitudinally tested at 10 and 22 months on the Y-maze working memory task. After 

fear conditioning at 24 months mice were aged out to their maximum lifespan. (B) We 

observed no significant effects of diet on age related decline of working memory measured 

by % spontaneous alternations in the Y-maze working memory task from 10 months of age 

to 22. Each dot represents an individual mouse, yellow lines denote line of best fit between 

ages. Significance testing was performed using 2-way repeated measures ANOVA.
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Fig. 2. 
Contextual fear memory is impaired in diversity outbred mice on 40% caloric restriction 

compared to intermittent fasting and Ad Lib control groups. (A) CFC testing schematic; 

on day 1 mice were given 4 foot-shocks. Twenty-four hours later mice were placed in the 

same context without any shocks (B) % Freezing on day 1 of training before receiving 

shocks (baseline) and during each post-shock (PS) interval. Acquisition of CFC was 

comparable across all feeding paradigms. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM, significance 

was determined using 1-way repeated measures ANOVA. (C) Recall of Contextual Fear 

Memory (CFM) measured by total percent freezing of mice on day 2. Significant effect 

of diet on % Freezing was determined with a linear mixed model with test batch treated 

as a random effect. (D) Boxplot of body weights at 24 months of age across all feeding 

paradigms. A Post-hoc Tukey test was used to determine significant differences between diet 

groups; p-values were corrected for multiple comparisons using Holm correction (E) Scatter 
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plot correlating CFM percent freezing and 24 month body weight across the entire DO 

population. nsp > 0.05, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01 *** p < 0.001, n = 502. Boxplots encompass 

the 25th to 75th percentile with whiskers indicating 10th and 90th percentiles, median lines 

are indicated within each box.
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Fig. 3. 
Slc16a7 is associated with variation long-term memory outcomes. (A) QTL map across 

the entire genome identifies a locus on chromosome 10 that significantly associates with 

changes in recall of CFM in aged DO mice. Significance score (LOD) is represented on 

the y-axis. The dashed red represents significance threshold from permutation testing (1000 

permutations, p-value = 0.05) (B) (Top) Area under the significant QTL peak showing 

genes and gene modules within this region. (Bottom) SNP marker associations of the 8 DO 

founders labeled above. The x-axis shows the distribution along the chromosome in physical 

distance, SNPs colored in red fall within a LOD 1.5 drop of the peak marker. Minor allele 

frequency for SNPs significant SNPs is shown below. The x-axis is physical distance in Mb 

along the chromosome. (C) Haplotype effects of the 8 founders at the QTL region for CFM. 

The y-axis for the top panel is the effect coefficient.
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Table 1

Caloric restriction and intermittent fasting paradigms increase percent survival at 24 months of age.

Feeding
paradigm

% Survived to
24 mo

Total n
included

p-value compared
to ad lib

Ad lib 46.3 175 NA

20% CR 59.3 172 a

40% CR 68.0 169 c 

1-d IF 59.0 173 a 

2-d IF 60.5 172 b

Proportion of mice that survived until 24 months within each diet cohort. Mice that died from non-natural causes (i.e., missing animals, 
mishandling and non-endpoint euthanasia) were excluded from survival analysis. We observed that all diet interventions conferred increased 

survival compared to ad lib controls, 40% CR confers the greatest % survival [χ2 (4, n = 861) = 17.4, p = 0.002]. Post hoc testing was performed 
with multiple chi-squared tests comparing diet cohorts to ad lib controls, Holm multiple testing correction was used to correct multiple testing error.

a
p < 0.05.

b
p < 0.01.

c
p < 0.001.
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Table 2

Heritability of cognitive phenotypes within the DO population.

Trait Heritability (h2)

Contextual fear acquisition (PS4) 20.0%

Contextual fear acquisition (Slope) < 1%

Recall of contextual fear memory 54.7%

Y-maze % spontaneous alternation (10 mo) 5.4%

Y-maze % spontaneous alternation (22 mo) 2.6%

h2 is presented as a percent of the variation in a phenotype that can be explained by differences in genetic background across the DO population. A 
higher percentage is indicative of a greater percentage of variability explained by genetics.
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